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Abstract | We brieﬂy review some current theoretical and experimental
aspects of the problem of a single spinless impurity in a 3D polarised
atomic Fermi gas at zero temperature where the interactions can be tuned
using a wide Feshbach resonance. We show that various few-body states
in vacuum composed of the impurity and background gas atoms (single
impurity, dimer, trimer, tetramer) give rise to corresponding dressed states
(polaron, dimeron, trimeron, tetrameron) in the gas and inherit many of their
characteristics. We study the groundstate focussing on the choice of wave
function and its properties. We raise a few unsolved problems: whether
the polaron and dimeron are really separate branches, what other few-
body states might exist, the nature of the groundstate for large numbers of
particle-hole pairs and why is the polaron ansatz so good. We then turn to
the excited states, and to the calculation of the effective mass. We exam-
ine the bounds on the effective mass and raise a conjecture about that of
composite quasiparticle states.
1 Introduction
Whathappenswhenweimmerseanimpurityinan
ideal Fermi gas? is question has a long history,
going back at least to the motion of ions in liquid
He and to dilute mixtures of He in He.1 In cold
atomic gases, the impurity as a quasiparticle was
ﬁrst studied in the context of a partially polarised
Fermi gas.2,3 e atomic gas case is interesting
because of its simplicity and experimental manip-
ulability compared with that of its predecessors:
there are only contact interactions between the
impurity and the gas atoms which themselves
constitute an ideal Fermi gas, as opposed to a
strongly interacting system like liquid helium.
Here we will consider the case of an atomic
impurity of mass M immersed in a zero temper-
ature gas of another species of mass m which may
bethesametypeofatominadiﬀerentspinstateor
a diﬀerent type of atom altogether.a e impurity
a In the case of diﬀerent spin states of the same atom, the main
diﬀerencewouldbethatthewavefunctionwouldnotbeneces-
sarilyaneigenstateofthetotalspinSz (wecouldhaveapopula-
tionofimpuritiesinasuperpositionof↑and↓). Impuritystates
interacts with the background gas via a tunable
s-wave interaction and there is only one spin state
perspecies. Callingthebackgroundatoms“↑”and
the impurity “↓”, the Hamiltonian is
^ H =
∑
k
(
εk^ a
†
k↑^ ak↑ + Ek^ a
†
k↓^ ak↓
)
+
g
V
∑
k;k′;q
^ a
†
k+q↑^ a
†
k′−q↓^ ak′↓^ ak↑ (1)
with
εk ≡
~k
m
, Ek ≡
~k
M
. (2)
e gas is in a volume V with periodic bound-
ary conditions; ^ ak and ^ a
†
k obey the usual anti-
commutation relations, except if the labels ↑,↓
refertodiﬀerentatomicspecies,inwhichcasethey
commute. Also,g isthevacuumT-matrixdeﬁned
in terms of a cutoﬀ kc (which has to be taken to
of this type would be important when studying e.g. transverse
spin transport.
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inﬁnity at the end of the calculation) as

g
≡

g
−

V
∑
k<kc

εk + Ek
, with g ≡
π~a
mr
(3)
where a is the s-wave scattering length character-
ising the interaction between the impurity and the
background atoms, and mr ≡ mM/(m + M) is
the reduced mass. is Hamiltonian corresponds
to the so-called wide resonance case where both
the scattering length a and interatomic distance
between ↑ atoms are much greater than the eﬀec-
tive range characterising the ↑ − ↓ interaction.
Studieshavealsobeenmade4–7 ofthenarrowreso-
nance case where this does not occur and we have
to take into account the eﬀective range as a new
parameter. ere are two dimensionless parame-
terswhichcontrolthesystem: themassratiom/M
and the ratio of the scattering length to the inter-
atomic distance kFa where kF is the Fermi wave
vector of the ↑ atoms.
is Hamiltonian is not valid for m/M >
. since above that limit it is known that there
are four-8 and three-body Eﬁmov9 bound states
in vacuum (i.e., ↑↑↑↓ or ↑↑↓). ese require extra
parameters beyond a (without them, the energies
become cutoﬀ-dependent in the zero-range limit
model Eq. (1)). We assume here that this critical
mass ratio continues to play the same role in our
case even though it is possible that larger bound
states with higher mass ratios exist.b
We will conﬁne ourselves to the 3D case and
(mostly) the wide resonance, focussing on the
nature of the ground and low-lying excited states
and raising some unresolved questions about
them. Important topics which we will not address
for lack of space include: experimental methods,
impurities in 1D and 2D, the equation of state of
partially polarised Fermi gas and itinerant ferro-
magnetism. For a good review of these subjects
see the paper by Massignan et al.10 Perhaps the
most important omission is also at the frontier of
the ﬁeld: nonequilibrium quasiparticle properties
such as impurity diﬀusion, mobility and decay.
2 Groundstate
What are the few-body low-energy stable
states when the density of the background gas
n↑ ≡ k
F/π iszero? Ifa < thentheonlyknown
state is the single impurity. If a >  then there
are at least four known states: i) a single impurity;
ii) the ↑↓ dimer with a wave function of the type
b It was seen numerically that the 13.6 mass ratio still led to a
cutoﬀdependenceoftheenergyforthe↑↑↓caseevenwhenthe
heavyatomswereblockedduetothepresenceofaFermisea.17
∑
k ϕk^ a
†
k↑^ a
†
−k↓|vac⟩andanenergy−~/mra;iii)
for. < m/M . .thereisalowerenergysta-
ble state: an L =  trimer (↑↑↓) with a wave func-
tion
∑
p;k ϕp;ka
†
p+k↓a
†
−p↑a
†
−k↑|vac⟩;11 iv) ﬁnally,
for . . m/M < ., a tetramer (↑↑↑↓) has
beenfoundtobethegroundstateforfouratoms.12
Note that, obviously, the dimer cannot decay into
a trimer although a trimer could decay into a
dimer plus an atom if it were higher in energy (we
neglect the deep bound dimer states which are
not described by our Hamiltonianc), and the same
reasoning applies for the stability of the tetramer.
Now let us start increasing n↑ (see Fig. 1).
When a < , in the limit kF → —the “BCS”
limit—the energy of a single impurity will
be reduced from the noninteracting value by
the mean ﬁeld energy n↑g(< ). Likewise, for
a>0—the “BEC” limit—the single impurity
energy is increased by n↑g(> ); the dimer
energy is also increased by the mean ﬁeld term
n↑g↑−dimer where g↑−dimer is the same g as
in Eq. (3) but with a → .a (for M = m)
and M → M + m in Eqs. (2, 3). e trimer
and tetramer will also see their energy shied
although the ↑-trimer/tetramer scattering lengths
are not known at present. All these states are
well-deﬁnedinthevacuumlimitandsoweshould
expect that their adiabatic continuation remains
the ground state as we increase n↑ from zero, with
the important exception of the single impurity
with a > : its energy is positive and so it will
be unstable to binding with gas atoms, forming
either a dimer or a trimer.
But what happens for stronger interactions
beyond mean ﬁeld? ere are some qualitative
changes to the vacuum case:
c e existence of deep bound dimer states aﬀects the stability
inanimportantway. Forexample,thecollisionofanatomwith
a shallow dimer in vacuum can lead to the formation of a deep
bound dimer with the remaining energy being carried away by
the third atom.32 ese losses have also been observed in the
degenerate gas for two-spin species Li where they became sig-
niﬁcant around kFa ∼ .33 Here we will neglect their eﬀect,
assuming that they do not signiﬁcantly change the many-body
physics. For kFa ∼  this requires that the rate of decay be
much smaller than εF. It is thought that the trimer in this mass
range can be long lived in this sense provided that the van der
Waals length is much smaller than the scattering length. e
tetramer stability has not yet been studied as far as we know
but we will assume that it is also long lived. Both this trimer
and the tetramer are non-Eﬁmovian states: they do not require
any other parameter besides a to describe them and are well-
deﬁned within our model Eq. (1). On the other hand, Eﬁmov
trimers and tetramers are very short lived in vacuum and it is
not clear to what extent they would lead to well-deﬁned quasi-
particlesinagas.34,35 However,itshouldbementionedthatthe
unitary Bose gas is now being studied from a many-body point
of view even though it is susceptible to large three-body losses
from the formation of Eﬁmov states.36,37
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Figure 1: The (grand canonical) energy spec-
trum of a zero-momentum impurity immersed in
a Fermi sea in units of εF is a function of 1/kF a.
Here we plot the polaron (blue) and dimeron
(green) ansätze (see Fig. 3) energies for m = M.
The repulsive polaron energy (red) is given by
gn". The branches of the attractive polaron and
dimeron cross at 1/kF ac = 0.847 (black dot). The
zero of the energy is set at that of the noninteract-
ing system with N" atoms (see text).
1. e few-body system (single impurity, dimer,
trimer or tetramer) will interact with the
surroundingFermigasandgiverisetoparticle-
hole ﬂuctuations which reduce the amplitude
of the vacuum few-body term in the wave
function. E.g. in the single impurity case the
quasiparticle residue Z is reduced from unity;
nevertheless, over a wide range of parameter
space, ﬂuctuations tend to be relatively small
(atleastforthefew-bodystatesexploredsofar)
so that Z >  and the quasiparticle nature
inherited from the vacuum few-body system is
well-deﬁned.d We will use the convention of
calling the few-body system dressed by ﬂuctu-
ations a polaron,2,3,13 dimeron,14–16 trimeron17
or tetrameron. e dressed state connecting to
thesingleimpuritystateinvacuumiscalledthe
attractive polaron when a < , or repulsive
polaron when a > .
2. Other than acting as a source of particle-hole
pairs,themostimportantfunctionoftheFermi
seaistoblockthemomentumofthe↑particles
from going below ~kF.
3. As a consequence of these two eﬀects, the
energyinunitsofϵF becomesanonlinearfunc-
tionofkFaandtheeﬀectivemassisshiedfrom
its bare value M, m + M, m + M or m + M.
4. Unlike in the vacuum case, when a state is no
longer the ground state, it will become a long-
d Itiswell-knownthat,in2Dand3D,Z > forsingleimpurity
in Fermi liquids.24
lived resonance at best, since it can exchange
particles with the gas and decay to the lower
energy branch through emission of particles
and holes. For example, the repulsive polaron
will have a ﬁnite lifetime since it can decay
into the lower energy branches (see Fig. 1). In
3D the lifetime of the repulsive polaron has
only been measured for the narrow resonance,
unequal mass case7 where it was shown that
it is surprisingly long-lived even close to res-
onance: for /kFa = ., the decay rate ~  =
.εF, which corresponds to a /e lifetime of
about µs. Compared with its energy E =
.εF, ~ /E ∼ . ≪ , which shows that
the repulsive polaron is a well-deﬁned quasi-
particle even deep in the strongly interacting
regime.
us we see that impurities in a Fermi gas
can be best understood as few-body states with
particle-hole ﬂuctuations whose vacuum nature is
generally preserved in the gas (at least if they are
the groundstate) but whose properties are quanti-
tatively shied from the vacuum values.
2.1 Choice of groundstate wave function
Weshallseethatitisconvenientnottoﬁxthenum-
ber of ↑ atoms but to work with the grand canoni-
cal ensemble so that we must minimise ^ H−µ↑ ^ N↑.
Before we introduce an impurity into the T = 
system we can write down the exact ground state
wave function of N↑ atoms which form an ideal
Fermi gas:
|FS⟩ ≡ |k|<kF^ a
†
k↑|vac⟩ (4)
e Fermi energy and wave vector are
deﬁned in the usual way as εF ≡ ~k
F/m(=
µ↑ in our case) and kF ≡ (πN↑/V)= with
N↑ ≡ ⟨^ N↑⟩ so that the density is n↑ = N↑/V.
Considering nowthe gas plusimpurity ground
state, the wave function will simply change due to
the inclusion of particle-hole ﬂuctuations:
|	⟩ =

ϕ^ a
†
k=↓ +
∑
k;q
ϕk;q^ a
†
k↑^ aq↑^ a
†
q−k↓
+
∑
k;k′;q;q′
ϕk;k′;q;q′^ a
†
k↑^ a
†
k′↑^ aq↑^ aq′↑^ a
†
q′+q−k−k′↓
+ ···
)
|FS⟩ (5)
where the ϕs are real coeﬃcients to be deter-
minedfromthegroundstatesolutionandareanti-
symmetric with respect to exchanges of particle
or hole coordinates. e sums over {k},{q} are
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restricted to be above and below the Fermi sur-
face respectively. Note that the wave function is
an eigenstate of total momentum p = .e
Although Eq. (5) is in fact an accurate wave
function for an impurity in any possible state, it
canbecomeaclumsydescriptionofcertainground
states which appear as a function of kFa and m/M.
For example, when the dimeron is the ground-
state, the a → + limiting wave function (the
dimer state) ∼
∑
k ϕk^ a
†
k↑^ a−k↓|FS⟩ seems not to
be included in Eq. (5). In reality it is there since
we can always add zero energy particle-hole pairs
whichareirrelevantinthethermodynamiclimitby
taking ϕ ∼ ϕk;q ∼  and, in the third term, ﬁx-
ingtwoholesandaparticleattheFermisurfaceso
that their total momentum is zero, while allowing
the remaining ↑ and ↓ atoms to scatter freely as in
the dimer state (see Fig. 2a).
A more convenient representation for a
dimeron wave function requires changing the
number of ↑ atoms:
|	⟩ =
(
∑
k
ϕk^ a
†
k↑^ a
†
−k↓
+
∑
k;k′;q
ϕk;k′;q^ a
†
k↑^ a
†
k′↑^ aq↑^ a
†
q−k−k′↓ +
∑
k;k
′;k
′′;
q;q
′
× ϕk;k′;k′′;q;q′^ a
†
k↑^ a
†
k′↑^ a
†
k′′↑^ aq↑^ aq′↑^ a
†
q′+q−k−k′−k′′↓
+ ···
)
|FS⟩ (6)
which can also describe correctly the polaron
(see Fig. 2b). Likewise, if we were interested
in describing a trimeron state, then we would
add yet another atom, start with ∼ ^ a
†
↑^ a
†
↑^ a
†
↓|vac⟩
addingparticle-holeﬂuctuations,andsoonforthe
tetrameron, etc.
is representation is more convenient in the
sense that it reproduces the dimeron physics
accurately with the smallest number of particle-
hole pairs. It is crucial in practice when we
use an approximation scheme and truncate the
e isisinprinciplenecessarysincewewouldalwaysbeableto
lower the energy by going to a frame of reference where p = 
by Galilean invariance. In our case this is unnecessary in the
thermodynamic limit: it would correspond to going to a frame
with velocity ∝ /N" or, interpreted in the original frame, to a
creation of O() numbers of particle-hole pairs of zero energy
at the Fermi surface which would cancel the momentum of the
state. However, sometimes it can be convenient to exploit this
freedom and minimise the energy as a function of p with the
small shi of the Fermi sea being implied rather than explicitly
accounted for in the wave function. is is especially impor-
tant in cases where the eﬀective mass becomes negative, so that
increasing the total momentum tends to reduce the energy.17
However we shall not consider these states here.
. .
Figure 2: Equivalence of Eqs. (5) and (6) in
describing the system. (a) The physics of the ﬁrst
term
∑
k ϕk^ a
y
k"^ a k#|FS⟩ of Eq. (6) can be repro-
duced taking ϕ0 ∼ ϕk;q ∼ 0, using the third term
of Eq. (5) by ﬁxing two holes and a particle at the
Fermi surface so that their total momentum (the
sum of the three arrows) is zero, while allowing the
remaining atoms at k and −k to scatter freely as in
the dimer state. (b) The ﬁrst term ϕ0^ a
y
k=0 #|FS⟩ of
Eq. (5) can be reproduced from the second term
of Eq. (6) in the same spirit.
. .
Figure 3: Pictorial views of the polaron (a) and
dimeron (b) ansätze with one particle-hole ﬂuctu-
ation and total momentum p = 0.
wave function keeping only a certain number of
particle-hole pairs. en, depending on the order
of the truncation, Eqs. (5) and (6) can describe
very diﬀerent physics. Truncating Eq. (5) by
keeping only one particle-hole pair leaves us with
the so-called Chevy or polaron ansatz. Doing the
same with Eq. (6) provides us with the dimeron
ansatz (see Fig. 3). Surprisingly, keeping only
one particle-hole pair is an excellent approxima-
tion for the quasiparticle energy even for strong
interactions.
2.2 Ground state properties
Wecannowusethetwoansätzeasvariationalwave
functions,minimising⟨^ H−µ ^ N↑−E⟩. Settingthe
zero of the energy at that of the grand canonical
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energy of the noninteracting ideal Fermi gas with
N↑ atoms−/N↑εF, weﬁndthetwolowercurves
of Fig. 1 (m = M).f We see that, as discussed
above, the polaron becomes the groundstate in the
BCS limit while the same is true for the dimeron
in the BEC limit. Note that Eq. (6) has N↑ +  ↓
atoms and so its free energy is −~/mra − εF
when /kFa → +.
Experimentally, various properties of the 3D
polaron groundstate have been measured: the
energy, the impurity spectral function A(k,ω)
and the quasiparticle residue Z both for wide
resonance (m = M),18,19 and for narrow reso-
nance (unequal masses).7 For the narrow reso-
nance repulsive polaron these quantities have also
been measured as well as the lifetime.7 e tech-
niquesusedwereacombinationofrf-spectroscopy
and measurement of density proﬁles. e agree-
mentwiththeChevyansatzfortheenergyisexcel-
lent. For Z, there is some disagreement with the
experimentatMIT18 butexcellentagreementwith
that at Innsbruck7 which uses a diﬀerent experi-
mental method. Remarkably, there has not been
a direct measurement of dimeronic properties so
far. In the experiment at Innsbruck,7 excited
dimeron-holestateswerefoundaspredicted,4 but,
for example, there is only indirect evidence of the
polaron-to-dimeron transition (where the tran-
sition is identiﬁed with the vanishing of Z18).
Finally, there has been no measurement at all of
trimeron or tetrameron states. Overall, the main
experimental conclusion is that the polaron ansatz
is in excellent agreement with experiments and it
reproduces with substantial accuracy the resultsof
more sophisticated theoretical calculations.20–22
2.3 Some open problems
Are the dimeron and polaron really separate energy
branches?
Edwards23 has raised the question of whether
the polaron and dimeron energy branches are
really separate or one and the same (i.e. is the
groundstate wave function continuous across the
polaron-to-dimeron transition at kFa ∼ ?). All
calculations indicate so far thatthe wavefunctions
are diﬀerent when their energies cross. ey show
a slope discontinuity of the energy as a function
of /kFa of .εF (see Fig. 4) and a discontinu-
ous change of Z from ∼. (on the polaron side)
to exactly zero on the dimeron side.14g Experi-
mentally however, Z →  around kFa ∼ 18 but
f e repulsive polaron energy should not be obtained within a
variational ansatz but rather with a perturbative calculation.
g is raises the question of whether it is possible to deﬁne
dimeron, trimeron or tetrameron residues and if these could
be measured experimentally.
. .
Figure 4: Shift of the polaron-to-dimeron transi-
tion (black dots) from 1/kF ac = 0.847 for m = M
to 1/kF ac = 0 in the limit m/M → 0 where the
transition becomes continuous. The solid curves
are for M = m while the dashed is for m/M → 0
(blue for polaron and green for dimeron).
it seems to do it continuously. Likewise, there is
no evidence for a discontinuity in the slope of the
energy in any experiment so far.
But, playing devil's advocate, we could argue
that calculations are always approximate, whether
variational or Monte Carlo, and the experiments
are not precise enough to tell either way. Is there
a more deﬁnitive theoretical argument? Barring
that, can we at least make a plausibility argu-
ment? A simple idea is that the two branches
have diﬀerent statistics i.e., if we were to transport
adiabatically two localised polarons so that they
exchanged positions, the many-body wave func-
tion would change sign reﬂecting the fermionic
statistics of the polaron, whereas exchanging two
localised dimerons would return it to the same
value. is is exactly true in the deep BCS (for the
polaron) and BEC (dimeron) limits. e diﬃculty
is that adiabatic transport might not be possible in
thepresenceofafree(i.e. ungapped)Fermisurface
sincethereisaﬁnitedensityofstatesofzeroenergy
particle-hole excitations so the best we could hope
forwouldbeanapproximatestatement. Neverthe-
less, if we accept some version of this argument,
we see that the wave functioncannot continuously
change its discrete permutation symmetry upon
an inﬁnitesimal change in /kFa and so the two
branches must be separate.
However, even if we accept that there is a dis-
continuity for m = M, the problem becomes more
acute in the m/M →  limit. en, if we treat
the impurity as ﬁxed, which is oen done in the
literature to ﬁnd the energy of the inﬁnitely heavy
polaron,13 we ﬁnd, surprisingly, that the polaron-
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to-dimeron transition is continuous in the ther-
modynamic limit and occurs at unitarity, corre-
spondingsimplytotheappearanceofaboundstate
in the potential of the impurity.h Is this a smooth
transition at the critical /kFac as a function of
m/M:
(
dEpolaron
d(/kFa)
−
dEdimeron
d(/kFa)
)
=kFac
∝
(m
M
)
(7)
(Zpolaron)=kFac ∝
(m
M
)
(8)
with α,β > ? Or does it happen discontinu-
ously?
And what happened to the arguments given
above? For large mass it is known that Z → 
as m/M → 24,25 for the polaron so that both
branches would have Z = . Also, for small m/M,
given that the Fermi sea is ungapped, Anderson's
orthogonality catastrophe26 leads to loss of coher-
enceonascale/kF,sothatitislikelythatastatisti-
cal sign cannot be deﬁned since the wave function
would not return to itself due to the creation of a
large number of particle-hole pairs.
What few-body bound states with a single impurity
and any number of identical fermions are stable in
vacuum for a given m/M and a > ?
In a vacuum, a larger bound state can decay
intoasmalleroneifitsenergyishigher. Forexam-
ple,atrimercoulddecayintoadimerplusanatom.
eoppositeprocesscannotobviouslyoccurinthe
vacuum but can certainly happen in a degenerate
gas: the dimer could form a trimer by combining
with a gas atom. is means that the groundstates
in the gas are the lowest energy ones regardless
of their size. e question then is: what are the
true lowest energy states in vacuum? ese will
give rise to groundstate branches at ﬁnite gas den-
sity. As we saw, for . < m/M . . a ↓↑↑
trimer is stable in vacuum leading to a trimeron
phase in the gas. For . . m/M < .
a ↓↑↑↑ tetramer is thought to be the groundstate
in vacuum leading to a corresponding tetrameron
phase (as before we will not discuss recombina-
tion to deep bound states, assuming that they are
small for non-Eﬁmovian states in the sense of
b
).
For m/M > ., Eﬁmov states appear which
lead to rapid loss.
Assuming that m/M < . is the lower
limitfortheappearanceofEﬁmovstates,canthere
h It is well-known in the theory of impurities in metals that all
properties of the whole system, including the total energy are
analytic functions of /kFa—see W. Kohn and C. Majumdar,
Continuity between Bound and Unbound States in a Fermi Gas,
Phys. Rev. 138, A1617 (1965).
be other larger, stable, non-Eﬁmovian few-body
states (pentamers, hexamers and so on) below
that limit? ese have not been investigated to
our knowledge since they are computationally
unwieldy. ey would still be described by the
wide resonance Hamiltonian and could lead to
corresponding phases in the gas. Perhaps, from
the theoretical point of view, it is more interest-
ing to ask the question: could we prove the exis-
tence of an upper limit (with Fermi sea present or
in vacuum) to the number of fermions in a non-
Eﬁmovian bound state with a single impurity for
given m/M, a? Intuitively the fermions would like
to get closer to the impurity to lower their inter-
action energy. However, Pauli blocking would
thenincreasetheirkineticenergyandtheproblem
would get worse for larger number of fermions.
What is the asymptotic wave function for large
particle-hole numbers?
We have discussed mainly the ﬁrst few terms
of the wave function of the impurity because they
carrymostoftheprobability. Sofartherehasbeen
no study of the “tail” of the wave function—the
asymptotic form for large number s of particle-
hole pairs. e theoretical interest here is the con-
nection with the problem of the coherence of the
impurity in a Fermi gas. ere is some hope of
being able to do this analytically since, for very
large s, we are dealing with a gas of noninteracting
particles which only scatter with the single impu-
ritysothatitislikelythatcorrelationsbetweendif-
ferent particles and holes are entirely lost. In this
casewemightbeabletoinvokeasinglemean-ﬁeld
np↑, the atomic density, to characterise the gas, for
example, by solving self-consistently the scatter-
ing of a single particle with the impurity using np↑
as a Fermi factor as in BCS theory, which would
then be itself a function of the scattering solution
summed over all particles. As mentioned above,
the exact solution for the inﬁnitely heavy impurity
(ﬁxed scatterer) is straightforward and provides a
limiting case.
Why is the Chevy ansatz so good?
e Chevy ansatz seems to be extremely good
even for large scattering length where we would
expect strong particle-hole correlations, particu-
larly for the energy and Z.22 Why? Does the
particle-hole pair expansion of the wave function
have a hidden small parameter? And when does
it fail (if ever)? We would like to have a more
quantitative control of the error when truncating
the expansion at a certain order. ere are two
important clues: ﬁrst, the contact wide-resonance
interactionhasnomomentumdependencesothat,
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near kFa ≫ , the only momentum scale is ~kF.
Since hole momenta {q} < kF and the parti-
cle momenta {k} > kF, we can expand denomi-
nators occurring in the expression for the energy
of the polaron in powers of q/k and the q = 
term dominates.21,27 Second: contributions to the
polaron energy which diﬀer by exchange of hole
momenta cancel out due to hole antisymmetry (to
lowest order in q/k).21 is makes the corrections
to the Chevy ansatz energy when adding another
particle-hole pair very small. Are these two eﬀects
enough to show that terms with larger number
of particle-hole pairs have smaller contributions
and can we estimate the error in various quantities
when truncating to a certain order in particle-hole
pairnumber? Also,howwouldthiserrorvarywith
m/M and /kFa?
3 Excited States
e exact excited states of the Hamiltonian Eq. (1)
are in general quite complex. But it is physically
more relevant to characterise the long-lived low-
energy resonances. We can see them as either
resonances due to the coupling of a bare state
to a continuum4 or as excitations of the dressed
impurity (polaron, dimeron, etc) which decay due
to scattering of particle-hole pairs so that their
energy is complex. Following the Fermi liquid
approach,weassumethatthereisanadiabaticpro-
cess connecting the excited states of the uncou-
pled system with those of the coupled system so
thattheycanbeclassiﬁedusingthesamequantum
numbers.
In the BCS limit there are no interactions and
the bare states are uncoupled. ese are simply
the momentum states of the impurity with energy
p/M and the particle and hole excitations of the
ideal Fermi gas. As we turn on the interactions,
at low momenta (to order p), the real part Ep of
the excited state energy is shied with respect to
the groundstate energy E and the shi is charac-
terised by a single parameter, the eﬀective mass
M∗, becoming Ep = E + p/M∗. e imag-
inary part is ∝ p and ≪ Ep − E
28 for small
p. I.e. the excitation- or quasiparticle—is long-
livedandhasarenormalisedmass. Incontrast,the
particle-hole excitation energy remains the same
to O(/N↑).
IntheBEClimittherepulsivepolaronisalways
an excited state since it can decay as discussed
above. We have to be more careful with the
dimeron, trimeron and tetrameron since they are
adiabatically connected to bound states, i.e. they
cannot be obtained by assuming a =  but rather
by taking a limiting process a → +. e dressed
excited states will inherit the quantum numbers of
the ideal gas, plus the internal (e.g. higher angu-
lar momentum4) and external ones of the bound
state. e energy of the bound state is again of the
form Ep = E +p/M∗
b where M∗
b is the eﬀective
mass of the dimeron and so on.
Experiments measuring M∗ at /kFa = ,
use collective modes29 and density proﬁle anal-
ysis ﬁtted to equations of state.19,30 ey are in
good agreement with the polaron ansatz, Monte
Carlo methods13,20,22 and with an ansatz which
involves two particle-hole pairs.16 Interestingly,
the polaron ansatz starts to diﬀer signiﬁcantly
from the other theoretical methods as we increase
/kFa towards the BEC side.
e calculation of M∗ using a variational
method raises some delicate points. e trial wave
function used is an eigenstate of total momentum
p ≪ ~kF and its minimised energy Ep is ﬁtted to
the formula above to extract M∗. However, if we
were to use Eq. (5) generalised to ﬁnite momen-
tum for example we would ﬁnd that M∗ = ∞!
is is because the groundstate at ﬁnite p corre-
sponds to a polaron at zero momentum plus zero
energyparticle-holepairswhichcarrythemomen-
tum (or an inﬁnitesimal shi of the Fermi sea as
ine) so that Ep = E. In practice, the trial wave
function is truncated and this leads to a ﬁnite M∗
since at low energies the polaron can no longer
decaytozeromomentuminthistruncatedHilbert
space. is raises the question of whether the
variational method is a well deﬁned procedure for
ﬁnding the eﬀective mass. As far as we know it has
not been shown that this corresponds to calculat-
ing the real part of the complex excitation energy
discussed above. Presumably this method works
whentheimaginarypartissmall. Evenifweaccept
this, some care must be taken in the minimisation
procedure since, in the thermodynamic limit, it is
always possible to ﬁnd pc such that Es
pc = E
s−

where s is the number of particle-hole pairs in the
wave function (we assume Es
 < E
s−
 for all s).
en we see that a wave function with s particle-
hole pairs and total momentum pc could describe
either a polaron with momentum pc or one at rest
(with s −  pairs) plus a single particle-hole pair
carrying pc but with zero energy (which is always
possible in the presence of a Fermi sea). So a cor-
rect minimisation of this wave function yields an
energy Es
 + p/M∗ (p < pc) or E
s−
 (p > pc).
isalsoexplainswhytheuseofthes = (Chevy)
ansatz gives us the correct eﬀective mass over such
a wide range of momentum: for this case, pc/pF ∼
. (at unitarity and m = M). For s =  how-
ever, pc/pF ∼ . and we must restrict ourselves
to lower momenta. At any rate, a necessary condi-
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tion for the variational method to yield M∗ is that
Es
 < E
s−
 for all s so that there is some open set
where dEp/dp > .i
What are the constraints on the eﬀective mass?
For the polaron, we must have M∗ >  since
otherwise the groundstate would be unstable. But
are there any other constraints? We can place a
simple bound on Ep −E using a variational argu-
ment (keeping in mind the caveats above):31 con-
sider a trial wave function for the polaron with
momentum p: 	p = exp(ip · r/~)	 where r is
the coordinate of the impurity and 	 is the zero
momentum many-body groundstate with energy
E which depends on the coordinates of all the
atoms including the impurity. 	p attempts to
give the impurity a ﬁnite momentum p and is an
exact eigenstate of the noninteracting system. We
writethefullHamiltonianseparatingexplicitlythe
kinetic energy operator of the impurity as ^ H =
^ p

imp/M+ ^ H′. We now evaluate the energy of the
trial wave function as:
Ep ≤ ⟨	p|^ p

imp/M + ^ H′|	p⟩
=
p
M
+ 
p
M
· ⟨	|^ pimp|	⟩
+ ⟨	|^ p

imp/M + ^ H′|	⟩
=
p
M
+ E (9)
since the ⟨^ pimp⟩ =  in the groundstate.j By
assumption, Ep −E = p/M∗ and that it follows
immediately that
M∗
M
≥ . (10)
To date, all measurements and calculations of
M∗ obey this inequality (in the groundstate).
Note that this argument could also be used for
the dimeron and other states and we would obtain
the equivalent bound M∗
b/M ≥  where M∗
b is the
eﬀective mass of the bound state. However this
is not a very tight bound. E.g. for the dimeron,
M∗
b → Mb = M + m in the BEC limit (Mb being
thebaremass)sothattheboundtriviallystatesthat
mispositive. Isthereabetterboundfordimerons,
trimerons and tetramerons? We conjecture that
the dressing always increases the mass, even for
i See also, C. Trefzger and Y. Castin, Energy, decay rate, and
eﬀective masses for a moving polaron in a Fermi sea: Explicit
results in the weakly attractive limit, EPL 104, 50005 (2013),
where the same reasoning is used to analyse the lifetime in the
ansatz.
j is argument explicitly excludes cases where the impurity
has ﬁnite momentum in the groundstate.17 It also excludes the
repulsive polaron since it is not the groundstate.
composite particles:
M∗
b
Mb
≥ ? (11)
All calculations of the eﬀective mass of the
dimeronsofarareconsistentwiththissimplegen-
eralisation.4,16
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